


Angst about the economy remains widespread, passions continue to run high over immigration 
policy, and bloody upheavals in Eastern Europe and the Middle East have set nerves on edge.

Despite serving in the Senate less than a year, Booker is seen as a part of the Washington 
establishment whose stature in poll after poll has plunged to record-low levels.

The same poll that showed Booker’s 10-point lead, for instance, showed a 44-52 negative rating 
for President Obama in a state which has always been a reliable ally for him.

Bell, who at 70 is 25 years Booker’s senior and is as low- key as Booker is glitzy, is within 10 points 
of Booker even though more than seven in 10 poll respondents admitted they didn’t know enough 
about him to reach a clear judgment on his candidacy. 

His support in the face of being largely unknown suggests that a growing number of voters are 
willing to take a chance on someone merely because he’s not a part of the current power 
structure. Any change, the theory goes, is warranted if it delivers a sufficient jolt to those in 
charge and sends a message that the calcified status quo is no longer acceptable.

The disenchantment certainly exists among New Jersey voters (the poll demonstrated that), but 
how deeply it runs is yet to be answered. 

Bell is positioned to exploit it to the extent he can, while Booker must make a convincing case 
that, despite being the incumbent and bearing some responsibility for the legislative gridlock, he 
is more capable of dealing with it than his untested and right-of-center opponent.

Booker’s millions place him a considerably more advantageous position to deliver his message 
than Bell. In the air war to be played out on network television in New York and Philadelphia, Bell 
will be clearly overmatched and unable to compete effectively.

Booker continues to be the favorite, of course, but must remain aware of the unsettled and 
restive political environment in which he’s running. He’s not the quintessential insider, but he’s 
an insider nonetheless at a time when the benefit of such status has eroded. 

Coming within 10 points of Booker despite widespread unfamiliarity with him and his philosophy of 
government, Bell has become the candidate of the disillusioned, those who are so angry over the 
direction of the country they will turn to the unknown and hope for dramatic change.

It’s a long shot that the unhappiness and unease will be sufficient to carry Bell to a victory this 
fall, something which would go down in New Jersey history as the political upset of the century, 
one matched only by that 36 years ago in which Bell was also involved.

It is cause for concern, but not alarm, that Booker failed to meet early expectations, but it is the 
foolish candidate – and Booker is not foolish -- who ignores footsteps approaching from behind. 
Any doubts, ask former House Majority Leader Eric Cantor.
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